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“Rob Moses creates honeysuckle for the soul.” Michelle Manu,
founder of SHE (Super Hero Experience)
In this new millennial fairy tale, we are introduced to Lady Humble Bee,
the worlds’ shyest bee whose heart of hearts loves her flower friends more
than anyone can imagine. While the other bees gather pollen from the
flowers without stopping to appreciate their most delicate sweet smells
and colorful beauty, Lady Humble Bee remains hidden away playing,
giggling, and napping amongst her flower friends. Then, one very magical
and special day she is awakened from a deep sleep and greeted by the wee
folks of a magical realm who just so happen to have a wonderful surprise
for her miraculous destiny.

“Appreciating bees and nature is something everyone should
remember every day.” Dr. Sarah Larsen, Miracle Makers on UBN
Radio & TV
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR Rob Moses is a kung fu alchemist. He
began his formal training in 1977, and went on to become
the martial arts trainer for actors like David Carradine of TV’s
Kung Fu fame, and performed the role of Master Khan in
Kung Fu: The Legend Continues. In 2002 the United States
Martial Arts Hall of Fame honored Moses with its Founder of
the Year Award. An inventor at heart, Rob began to explore
the relations between sacred geometry and the human form
and he created an apparatus that helps enhance workouts
called the Physiostix. As his creativity emerged, a flood of fun
children’s stories started showing up and Lady Humble Bee
is the first to be published.
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR Kimberly Fiori uses her art to open doors and communicate
to others. “We all love the colorful beauty the world surrounds us in that is art.”
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